Event programme 23 February 2024
AI@UniBE – Research in Dialogue

Bern, UniS, Schanzenleckstrasse 1, Room S 003

09.15 Welcome: Prof. Dr. Hugues Abriel, Vice-Rector Research, University of Bern
09.30 Introduction
Brush-up Machine Learning: PD Dr. Sigve Haug, Head of the Data Science Lab, University of Bern
10:00 Keynote 1: “From Babbage to Musk: Promethean Visions of AI”
Prof. Dr. Roberto Trotta (ISSA)
10.45 Coffee break at UniS bistrot
11.15 AI@UniBE: Research pitches 1
12.15 Lunch at UniS bistrot
13.15 AI@UniBE: Research pitches 2
14.15 Workshops: Dive deeper into AI@UniBE
15.15 Keynote 2: “AI Ethics”
Dr. Margaret Mitchell (Hugging Face)
16.00 Panel discussion with early-career researchers
16.45 Farewell and closing of the event; opening of the apéro

This is the second KILOF event. After the inaugural KILOF event in 2023, this event is coordinated by the Vice-Rectorate Research together with the Educational Development Unit, the Data Science Lab, and the Digital Humanities at the University of Bern.

More information here.
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